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Nanjing Oulu Electric Corp., Ltd. established in September 2007, located in stock market from 19th May, 2017. We call “OULU 

Electric”, stock number 871415. locate in Nanjing city. Provide customers with personalized solutions for the main business 

model to achieve business value and customer value and grow together.

The company is committed to the R & D, production, sales and services of products related to industrial automation and new 

energy power generation. Its main products include frequency inverters, servo drive, small and medium-sized wind turbines, 

wind turbine controllers, inverters, etc., and provides distributed grid connected wind power generation systems, off grid wind 

power generation systems, wind solar complementary power supply systems, photovoltaic water lifting systems and solutions 

for the State Grid, Inner Mongolia power grid and communication base stations, It is a high-tech enterprise integrating R&D, 

production, sales and service. At the same time, the company has independent import and export rights and self-declaration 

qualification.

The company has strong scientific R & D team. Based on the industrial automation control technology with independent 

intellectual property rights for many years, the company provides customers with high-quality products and solutions, and 

forms a series of supporting services such as installation, commissioning, operation and maintenance, technology upgrading 

and remote data analysis.

The company has a standardized production base, fully implements the "JIT" lean production management mode, and realizes 

the stable control of product quality in the whole process from incoming material testing, production, commissioning, high and 

low temperature aging, full load aging, process inspection and factory inspection, marketing and after-sales. It has 

successively won the "famous trademark of Nanjing", "National model worker's home" honorary titles. All series of products get 

CE, CQC testing certification, CGC testing certification, TUV testing certification and testing by domestic authorities.

Build strong relationship with customers to strengthen their brand, market growth and customer profit. OULU power will help 

customer to develop their own brands, penetrate their market share and customers profit because we strongly believe that 

“customers value” are the key growth engine for OULU power.



We strictly control production management, process technology, equipment maintenance and quality control. With 

advanced manufacturing equipment, testing instruments, professional technicians and integrated production and 

processing processes, we strictly follow standard operating specifications to ensure product quality. Quality 

stability and accuracy.

Our WorkshopProduct Test Report

Wind Turbine Generator
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PV module

Controller and Inverter

Wind and solar hybrid power system

Solar power system



Introduction 
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Off Grid InverterOff Grid Inverter

Functional Features

System diagram

PV+UtilityOnly PV PV+Motor

This is a multifunctional inverter / charger, which combines the functions of inverter, MPPT solar charger and battery charger to provide power supply for 

electrical equipment, light and small, easy to transport. 

It adopts advanced SPWM technology, pure sine wave and convert DC into AC. 

It is suitable for AC loads such as household appliances, electric tools, industrial equipment, electronic video and audio.

Its use LCD display, shows machine running statue. Ensure the system working safe and stable. 

Specifications
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On/Off Grid InverterOn/Off Grid Inverter

Introduction 

Functional Features

This is a multifunctional inverter / charger, which combines the 

functions of inverter, MPPT solar charger and battery charger to 

provide power supply for electrical equipment, light and small, easy 

to transport. 

It adopts advanced SPWM technology, pure sine wave and convert 

DC into AC. 

It is suitable for AC loads such as household appliances, electric 

tools, industrial equipment, electronic video and audio.

Its use LCD display, shows machine running statue. Ensure the 

system working safe and stable. 

System diagram

System diagram

1.Single phase On grid

2.Three phase On grid 

P1 P2 P3



Pure Sine Wave InverterOn/Off Grid Inverter
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Functional Features

«Use a microprocessor controlled SPWM technology, pure sine wave output.

«Unique dynamic current loop control technology to ensure reliable operation of   

the inverter.

«Load adaptability, including capacities, inductive, mixed load.

«Strong overload and impact resistance.

«With over voltage, under voltage, over temperature, overload protection function.

«The inverter front panel LED display, display the battery voltage current power 

and some others.

«Performance stability, safety and reliability, long life.

Specifications

Specifications



Specifications

Solar Controller Inverter Integrated MachinePure Sine Wave Inverter
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Optional function

«Output frequency: 50.00HZ / 60.00Hz

«Inverter efficiency: ≥90%

«Output wave form: pure sine wave

«Waveform distortion factor: < 5.0%

«Overload protection: 

Ø    >110% rated current 1min;     > 1 50% rated current 20s; 

Ø    >180% rated current 5s;         > 200% rated current 0s.

«Communication function: Rs485

«Use environment: 

Ø    Temperature: - 25℃~+55℃ ;

Ø    Humidity; <95% non-condensing; avoid direct sunlight

«Mainly used on non-electricity area, which can satisfy customer usage.

Function Characteristics

Functional Features

«Pure sine wave output: it has stronger load effect and load capacity than square wave or modified sine wave 

(step wave). The equipment can carry inductive load and any other type of general AC load. It can carry 

refrigerator, TV, radio and other equipment without interference and noise, and will not affect the 

performance and service life of the load equipment.

«High stability: has perfect protection functions such as over voltage, under voltage, overload, overheating, 

short circuit and reverse connection, so as to ensure the stability of the system.

«Communication function: the user can choose to add RS485 comm. function to observe the data of the 

system.

«Digital display: display battery voltage; Output voltage; Output current; Output power and other parameters.

«High efficiency transformer isolation: high inverter efficiency and low no-load loss.

«Digital intelligent control: the core device is controlled by single chip microcomputer, makes the structure 

simple, flexible and powerful.

«Communication function: RS232,GPRS

«MPPT charge function,

«Rated charging power: 520W

«Maximum power of photovoltaic array: 1560w

«Maximum PV open circuit voltage: 100V

«The conversion efficiency is up to 97%

MPPT

Maximum power point tracking curse

Frontage Back 

Solar controller inverter integrated machine (with battery)



Specifications (48V)
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«GS solar control inverter is high-performance solar control inverter. 

«The system is divided into PV control module and sine wave inverter control module. 

«With RS485 communication function (optional). 

«The product is mainly used in solar power system; control the solar cell to 

intelligently charge the battery. 

«It reverses the DC of the battery into the sinusoidal AC output of the rated voltage for 

the user's load.

Specifications

Solar Controller Inverter Integrated Machine

Specifications (24V)

Solar Control Module

Introduction 
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«The system is divided into wind solar hybrid control module and sine wave inverter module.

«With RS485 communication function.

«Strong load adaptability

«Perfect protection functions, such as input reverse connection protection, input under voltage 

protection and so on.

«The machine is divided into two display areas:

«Charge control display: battery voltage, photovoltaic charging current, fan charging current, 

fan speed;

«Inverter control display: battery voltage, output voltage, output current, output power and 

output frequency.

«Pure waveform, less distortion and high inverter efficiency.

Specifications

Function Characteristics

«Use digital display is adopted, press “Read” button to check charging current, 

inverter output power and so on.

«It has perfect protection functions.

«Intelligent design, simple structure and powerful function.

«Using industrial grade high-quality components, reliable and long life.

Function Characteristics

Specifications (48V)

Wind Solar Controller Inverter Integrated MachineWind Solar Controller Inverter Integrated Machine
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Function Characteristics

Solar Charge Controller

This solar controller is based on an advanced maximum power point tracking (MPPT) technology developed, dedicated to the solar system, the controller 

conversion efficiency up to 99.9%.

Introduction 

Solar Charge Controller

«Innovative Max Power Point Tracking (MPPT) technology, tracking efficiency >99.9% Full digital technology.

«LCD display design, read operating data and working condition easily Real-time energy statistics function.

«12/24/48V automatic recognition.

«Flexible System battery selection: Liquid, Gel, AGM and Lithium Extends battery life through accurate remote temperature sensor.

«Controller is protected against over-temperature due to built-in power reduction function.

«Four stages battery charging process: MPPT, boost, equalization, float.

«Dual automatic protection to avoid exceeding the rated charging power and current multiple load control modes: Always on, Dusk to Dawn, Evening and 

Manual.

«With the wireless communication function of the IoT, the controller can be connected remotely through IoT/GPRS.

«Monthly charging data can be calculated and displayed by grouping and graphs.

«Based RS-485 standard Modbus protocol with RJ11 interface to maximize the communication needs of different occasions.

«Perfect EMC & thermal design.

«Full automatic electronic protect function for increased charge controller availability.

Specifications (48V)
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Specification (48v)

Wind Turbine Generator Series

«In te l l i gen t , s imp le s t ruc tu re , power fu l func t ion , s tab le 

performance.

«PWM charging mode.

«TVS lightning protection.

«Support functions of temp. compensation, remote comm., low 

current charge of wind turbine.

«Support GPRS communication module, RS485 to USB converter, 

RS485 to 232 converter can choose.

Introduction 

Wind Solar Hybrid Controller

Controller Unloader
LB Type wind Turbine Generator

Function Characteristics

«Portable, light weight, simple structure, reliable operation, provided power for city light and monitor.

«Low running noise, enough power, high efficiency.

«Blades are made of high strength composite materials, high strength, toughness, anti-UV, anti-corrosion.

«One-time die casting mold, the weight error is small.

«Use the RENBEN bearing, high efficiency, wear-resistant, durable, up to 15 years.

«H Class high temperature magnet wire, up to 180℃ .

«Use rare earth NdFeB permanent magnet, high efficiency and light weight, 

«Low energy consumption, high output power.

Technical specifications and parameters
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Function Characteristics

Technical specifications and parameters

FD series 300W-600W Standard wind turbine generator

22

Nanjing Oulu Electric Corp., Ltd. Nanjing Oulu Electric Corp., Ltd.

«Use of casing connections, high security.

«Blades are made of high strength nylon composite materials, high 

strength, and high efficiency.

«Use imported from NSK Bearings, high efficiency, wear, durable up 

to 20 years.

«Use bubbles with high temperature line, the high temperature up to 

180℃ .

«Use of Rare earth NdFeB permanent magnet, high efficiency and 

light weight.

FN Type pastoral areas special wind turbine generator

Function Characteristics

«FN Series of wind turbine using NSK Bearings imported from Japan.

«FN series of wind turbine blades using high strength composites 

material, Design life is about 20 years.

«FN Series of generator use high efficiency permanent magnet and 

magnetic circuit design.

«FN series wind turbines shell die-casting, it has advantages of light 

weight, high strength, no rust, corrosion-resistant body.

«FN series of wind turbines using the automatic tai l , can 

automatically adjust the alignment of the windward direction.

Technical specifications and parameters

Wind Turbine Generator SeriesWind Turbine Generator Series
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New Energy Hybrid Power System
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FD series 1KW-5KW Standard wind turbine generator

Function Characteristics

«Blades are made of high strength nylon composite materials, high strength. 

«One-time die casting mold, the weight error is small, high efficiency.

«Use imported from Japan NSK Bearings, high efficiency, wear, durable up to 20 years.

«Use bubbles with high temperature line, the high temperature up to 180℃.

«Use of Rare earth NdFeB permanent magnet, high efficiency and light weight, low energy consumption, high output power.

«Unique tail design, automatic alignment direction of the wind, increase the output power.

Technical specifications and parameters

New Energy Hybrid Power SystemWind Turbine Generator Series

8
9
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«Wind and solar power generation system consists of solar photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, charge controller, battery and inverter and other 

components.

«Wind and solar power generation system on the resources to make up for the wind power and photovoltaic stand-alone systems defects in resources. At 

the same time, this system in battery and inverter link can be generic, which save a lot. 

«Wind and solar power stations widely used for communications base stations, microwave stations, border posts, remote pastoral areas, households 

without electricity and island areas and so on. 

Feature

Introduction

Technical Principle

«New Energy Hybrid Power System through wind turbines and solar panel, public electric and motor power supply. When the user needs to convert the 

power from the storage battery or the battery to the storage battery, when the power is not enough, it will be sent to the storage battery through the inverter 

line.

«The power parts: by one or more wind turbines and solar panels complete the "wind - power, light - electricity" conversion, automatically charge the 

battery sets.

«The storage section: many battery sets composed.

«The charge controller and DC center: composed by wind and solar charge controller, DC center, control cabinets, surge arrest and other components. 

«Power: composed by one or several inverters which can change the battery’s DC power to standard 220V AC power.
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Wind Turbine Generator SeriesWind Turbine Generator Series

Nanjing Oulu Electric Corp., Ltd. Nanjing Oulu Electric Corp., Ltd.

Working principle of off grid photovoltaic power generation system

«Off grid PV power system: composed of PV, controllers and batteries. If you want to supply power to AC loads, need AC inverters. The system is mainly 

used in village in remote areas, solar household, communication station power supply, solar street lamps system.

«During day time, when there is light, the PV module will undergo photoelectric conversion under the sunlight, generate electricity, provide energy to the 

load, and store the excess energy into the battery.

«In the night or rainy weather, wind turbine working and generate electricity, provide energy for load work, and store the excess energy in the battery.

«When there is no sunlight and no wind, the power originally stored in the battery is directly released to supply the load.

Working principle of off grid photovoltaic power generation system
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DC Unloader

Inverter

Battery

Wind turbine controller
Wind turbine

Solar panel
Solar controller

System diagram

New Energy Hybrid Power System Applications

«Wind solar hybrid power system provide power area without power

The system solves the basic living and production electricity consumption of herdsmen or villages, temples, and frontier posts in remote areas without 

electricity such as Inner Mongolia, Qinghai, Xinjiang, Tibet, Gansu, and Yunnan, and improves rural life and production environment.

System features: stable and reliable; system integration design, perfect and ingenious, small footprint; good economy.

Application areas: villages, temples, small islands, field workstations, etc.

«Wind and solar public lighting system

The system makes full use of pure solar energy or wind solar hybrid power generation to lamps (without external power grid). Among them, the wind and 

solar hybrid power system has advantages of both wind and solar products. the electric energy is stored in battery. It is mainly used for rural roads, 

expressways, urban roads, flood embankments and landscape roads.

«Power supply oilfield system

This system Composed By wind and solar panel produce power for pumping units, pumps, duty room, lights, heater, etc. Which greatly reduce the energy 

consumption for well site.

«Distributed Power systems

Mainly used in distributed power station, the user side network, islands, border posts centralized villages without electricity supply.

«Off-grid independent power supply system

Mainly used in communications base stations, gas stations, toll stations, farms.

«Wind solar hybrid monitoring indicator system

Mainly used: traffic monitoring, instruction; national defense security monitoring; oil, gas, power line monitoring; forest fire monitoring.

Application case
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Wind Turbine Generator Series

Off Grid Solar Power System Design (below 12KW)

Off Grid Wind Solar Power System Design (below 12KW)

Hybrid Power Supply System For Communication Base

Introduction

«The hybrid power supply system of wind solar with diesel for communication base stations is one of the best solutions to solve this problem.

«The wind-solar-diesel hybrid power supply system of the communication base station can not only be equivalent to or slightly lower than the introduction 

of mains electricity in terms of investment, effectively solving the very difficult problem of introducing mains electricity, but also can save a lot of electricity 

expenses every year, and reduce carbon dioxide emissions, achieving energy saving .

«The wind-solar-diesel hybrid power supply system of the communication base station is composed of a wind turbine, a solar cell module, an integrated 

controller for hybrid energy management for communication, a battery pack and an outdoor incubator for the battery.

«In addition, we provide power supply system solutions according to customer needs, such as: wind power complementary, photovoltaic complementary, 

wind and solar complementary, wind-solar diesel and wind-solar diesel-electric hybrid energy power supply mode, and new energy power supply for 

communication base stations in alpine regions system solution.

Communication Base Station Energy Power Supply System
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Communication Base Station Energy Power Supply SystemCommunication Base Station Energy Power Supply System

System diagram Feature and Advantage

This system is composed of central monitoring unit, a PV controller, and battery pack, 

which use PV to charge the battery and meet the electricity demand on site. The specific 

functions are as follows:

«Through the controller to manage the equalization and floating charge of the battery;

«Have protection function of battery over voltage, under voltage, overload, and so on;

«System log recording function, record the changes of various parameters.

«Statistics of electricity generation and electricity consumption;

«RS485 communication interface, data transmission rate is 4800kbs;

«Remote test: battery charge and discharge current, battery temperature, load current etc.;

«Remote signal: battery over and under voltage alarm, fuse, circuit breaker alarm, solar 

power module failure.

«The state of the lightning protection device, etc.;

«Hot plug function, easy to install, expand and replace.

«With an output early warning model.

«With load management function.

«The solar module is equipped with a lightning protection device.

«The communication protocol meets the requirements of YD/T 1363.3, exchange data with 

equipment.

Application case

Integrated control cabinet
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Communication Base Station Energy Power Supply SystemCommunication Base Station Energy Power Supply System

Wind Turbine Control Module

The wind charge controller is an input parallel wind controller based on modular design. The controller can be 

combined with other series controllers and centralized monitoring to form different capacity and different 

types of centralized monitoring power control systems according to the application environment. It can also be 

used alone after adding power distribution devices to complete the functions of fan and battery management.

«Small size, light weight, space saving, and convenient transportation;

«Modular design, the power unit is hot swap, maintenance is convenient;

«The wind turbine input is electrically isolated from the electrical equipment of the -48V system to provide safety protection;

«With the remote start and stop function of the wind turbine; 

«Full digital control and soft switching technology-more reliable and efficient power conversion

«Modular design-standardization and meet various configuration requirements

«Advanced control method: adopt constant power, constant speed and torque limit to improve performance.

Solar module front solar module back

«Small volume, light weight, space saving and convenient transportation;

«Modular design, hot swap power unit;

«Electrical isolation between solar input and 48V system electrical equipment to provide safety guarantee;

«It has the remote start and stop function;

«All digital control and soft switching technology - more reliable and efficient power conversion;

«Modular design - standardize and meet the requirements of various configurations;

«Advanced control method: adopt the control method of constant power, constant speed and limited torque to improve performance.

The PV control module converts current into DC module, charging for the load and battery. At the same time, when  battery voltage is low, the rectifier 

module automatically switches, to ensure the stability of the power supply system; when battery voltage is recover, the mains module automatically 

disconnects, ensuring PV priority.

Power 
indicator

Fault
indicator

Protection
indicator

DC input socket

DC output socket

Input negative

output positive

Input negative

Input positive

Specification

Introduction 

Features

Working principle

S48-3000 is an efficient DC / DC conversion module with MPPT, providing -48VDC output. 

According to the output characteristics of PV modules, it can track the highest power point of 

photovoltaic modules and realize the maximum utilization of solar energy.

Introduction 

Features

Solar Control Module
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Communication Base Station Energy Power Supply SystemCommunication Base Station Energy Power Supply System
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When the solar module output is 3000W, its characteristic curve as follows:

Figure 1  Schematic diagram of relationship
between output voltage and output current
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Figure 2  Schematic diagram of relationship
between output power and temperature
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Communication Inverter Power SupplySolar Control Module

Specification

Characteristic curve

«This product is an intelligent communication inverter power supply, adopts intelligent microcomputer DSP control technology.

«Adopting advanced PWM+SPWM pulse width modulation technology.

«Advanced DC-AC electrical isolation technology.

«With power-on self-test function, strong load capacity and good load compatibility.

«It has perfect safety protection function.

«It has LCD status display and alarm signal display functions.

«Provide standard RS232, RS485 dry contact interface, support real-time data communication function.

Introduction 

Application

Communication inverter power supply is used in substations, power dispatching systems, PLC industrial control systems, small 

program-controlled switches, wireless access networks, transmission equipment, mobile communications, satellite 

communication ground stations, microwave communication power supplies, indoor distribution networks, etc.
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Communication Base Station Energy Power Supply System
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Communication Inverter Power Supply

Specification

Product introduction

The solar photovoltaic water pumping system absorbs solar 

radiation energy in series and parallel with solar panels, converts 

it into electrical energy, and provides power for the controller to 

drive the water pump to get water sources. The controller with 

MPPT module, which can track the maximum power of the solar 

panel and effectively improved. Achieve full-time work. It can 

work from morning until night, which greatly improves the 

effective working time of the photovoltaic water pump a day. 

Automatically adapt changement in weather. The system can still 

work reliably at a well depth of 200 meters.

Solar Photovoltaic Water Pumping System



Solar Photovoltaic Water Pumping System
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Product Features

«The photovoltaic water pump controller has a built-in MPPT module, which intelligently tracks the maximum power point, with fast response, 

high stability, and an efficiency of up to 98%.

«Wide input voltage range: 350--450V.

«Perfect protection function, with over current, under voltage, over voltage, overload, lightning protection and other protection functions.

«Intelligent operation, optional upper and lower water level detection and control circuits to prevent overflow and dry pumping.

«Using high-quality modules, high reliability.

«Fully automatic operation, the speed regulation range of the water pump can be freely set according to the actual situation.

«Low noise and low maintenance rate.

System application System application

System advantage

«The power grid and solar power supply can be switched, when the power grid is unstable or power failure, it can be switched to solar 

photovoltaic power supply.

«Solve the problem of water use in areas where the traditional power is unstable or the power cannot reach.

«Simple installation and intelligent operation.

«Low costs, low use costs and the maintenance cost is extremely low.

«No need to equip batteries, save cost and be more environmentally friendly.

«Environmental protection and zero carbon dioxide emissions.

Solar Photovoltaic Water Pumping System

Nanjing Oulu Electric Corp., Ltd. Nanjing Oulu Electric Corp., Ltd.
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